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September Report by Dick Counts
One hundred sixteen members and guests aended our August meeng.
Thank you for your parcipaon, and a special “Thanks” to James McDonald for sharing about the in-hive beetle trap.
Hive Beetles have been unusually bad this year, parcularly if your hives are in the shade or near the forest. One of
my hives was in the shade of a large pecan tree and was struggling to survive the beetle invasion. I then installed a
home-made version of the trap James demonstrated. Overnight, it collected a surprisingly large number of beetles.
I don’t think I would be exaggerang to say it was near a thousand. I have a few of these home-made traps. If you are
interested in ge*ng one, please see me at the meeng.
The East Texas State Fair in Tyler begins on Friday, September 23. We plan to set up the ETBA booth on Tuesday
morning, September 20. We do need a few volunteers to help us transport equipment and set up our booth. If you
can help, see me at the meeng or give me a call.
We also need volunteers to staﬀ the booth from the 23rd through Sunday, October 2. At the meeng, we will have a
sign-up sheet. Please enter your name in the hours that you can be in our booth. If you miss the meeng and sll
want to help, give me a call. 903-571-1271 (c) or 903-566-6789 (h).
The Fair will again allow us sell honey and honey or wax products in our booth. There are some rules that govern our
ability to sell our products. The honey or honey/wax products must be produced by your bees. All products will be
sold for standard prices determined by the ETBA fair liaison. In other words, everyone’s honey will be sold for the
same price, based on the size of the bole. Proceeds from sales go to the beekeeper, minus a small amount that goes
to the Fair. Proceeds and unsold products will be returned to you at the October meeng.
If you wish to sell honey or honey/wax products, bring your products to me on the 20th or 23rd.
**Please, do not bring them to the September meeng.
Thank you for your faithful and connued support of our organizaon.
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HONEY QUEEN REPORT by Barbara Farguson
The next few months will be busy for our Ambassador and Queen with the East Texas Fair, the Texas State Fair in Dallas, and the
TBA Convention participating in school presentations, cooking demos, and media interviews. Key note speaker at the TBA convention
will be Michael Palmer, along with our own Eddie Collins speaking on How to be a Fulltime Beekeeper on the Side. The activities will
be entertaining and include a honey and photo contest. For more info, visit the TBA website at texasbeekeepers.org.
I want to thank all who donated to the Honey Bee Basket last month; your support is truly appreciated. A special thanks to Mr. Mike
who donated plants to our Royal program. This program could not exist without the great support we get from our members.
It is time for us to start looking at candidates for our 2017 Royal Court. Applications for the ETBA Honey Princess and Ambassador
program will be available at meetings. If you know a young lady or young man who is a beekeeper and would like to join the royal
court program, encourage them to complete an application. Applications must be completed and returned by November 3rd. The
Royal Court Committee members will be interviewing for the Princess and Ambassador positions in November. For any questions
please call me at 903 477-5299. If you receive this newsletter by email, you will find the application attached.
It’s finally here! The deadline for the T-shirt Design Contest. Don’t forget to submit your design for our fall t-shirts. If you are submitting your design in digital format you can email to me at etbaroyalcourt@gmail.com anytime between now and September 1st. If
your design is not digital be sure and remember to bring it to the September 1st Club Meeting. If you have a design to submit which is
not digital and cannot make it to the club meeting please give me a call at 903 477-5299 so that we can ensure your design is entered
into the contest. I can’t wait to see what ya’ll have come up with. So Exciting!
This past month, my family and I were on vacation visiting my grandparents in Maine. While there, I
learned about beekeeping in Maine, and also gave two presentations, one in Maine to a local Kiwanis club,
and one to a homeschool group in North Carolina. It was awesome to be able to share my knowledge
with some completely new audiences. I learned a lot about beekeeping in Maine at an event called Open
Farm Day, where local farms open their businesses to visitors. We went to three farms; one of them had
their local beekeepers association there, and we were able to talk to them. I was interested to learn that
on average they collect only 30 pounds of honey from each hive, while they leave about 100 lbs. of honey
inside the hive. This is because they can’t put sugar water into their hive because their winters are so cold the water
will freeze. Their only way of supplementing the bee’s food is to pour a circle of sugar onto the inner cover before it
gets really cold.
We also went to a goat farm where they milk about 50 goats and make cheese out of the milk. And the last farm was a
water buffalo farm where they sell water buffalo meat, milk, yogurt, ice cream, and cheese, all made from water buffalo
milk. We got to see their herd of water buffalos, and that was very interesting! How many people can say that they
have seen water buffalos in Maine?
I spoke to the Rockland Kiwanis club about how beekeeping has made me the young man I am today. I also answered
a lot of questions about beekeeping, and was able to dispel some myths about honey bees. I truly enjoyed this unique
presentation. The Queen program is not active in the Maine Beekeeping world, so they were very impressed with my
knowledge of bees, and my ability to answer their questions.
The only question they stumped me on was “What US flag has the honey bee on it?” Do you know?
On the way back to Texas, we stopped in North Carolina to visit some close family friends. They also homeschool, and
they planned a time for me to give a bee presentation to the children and parents in their co-op. We met at a park
where I gave my presentation. The biggest challenge to this presentation was that I had almost no equipment
except for my suit, so I had to work a little harder to keep the younger children engaged. After teaching this audience
about bees, several families wanted more information about how to get started, and fortunately our family friends
already knew the information for their local beekeeper association. I think I
may have inspired a few new beekeepers all the way out in North Carolina!
This summer I had a great time whether I was just hanging out by the ocean,
or giving presentations in Maine or North Carolina. One of my favorite
parts was learning a little bit about beekeeping in Maine. Since I gave
presentations in two other states; I am now considered a national speaker, so
I am super excited about that.
~Jacob
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Arnia System…. by Brittany
Honey bees have the natural instinct to warm or cool their hives. They have five different jobs; one is to
maintain the temperature within the hive. Research has found that honey bees can control their own
body temperatures, and one way is their gathering around one another to create heat energy. They do
this by shivering and fanning their wings, if it gets too warm, they slow down and some may hang on the
outside of the hive allowing the bees to space out. Researchers have also found a way to help monitor
temperatures, progress, and manage the hive by using a small device.
This small device is an Arnia Monitoring System. It can be placed in the bee hives and help enable beekeepers to “monitor
the status of your colonies from any internet enabled device such as a smart phone, tablet, or computer from the comfort of your home.”
The Arnia can detect the hive temperature, humidity, brood temperature, hive acoustics, such as bees fanning, and other hive activity sounds.
The Arnia is a small 15mm thick box and can be placed anywhere inside the hive on the outside walls, the entrance under the brood frames
or right above the entrance. The Arnia will also monitor the growth and activity, ”This should be useful when trying to compare, assess or
quantify the differences between bee colonies affected with things like: pests and parasites.” The Arnia monitoring system also assists in
detecting bacterial infections, chemical exposure, nutrition of the hive, as well as, the amount of bees coming and going, thus helping the
beekeepers to track the development of the hive throughout the year. It’s an amazing tiny device that also helps beekeepers to see how the
colony progresses in the Spring and reduces in the Fall, therefore, enabling comparisons. It also allows a beekeeper to map and profile the
daily flight activities by showing how early the bees start to fly out and what time they come in at night indicating when there is a nectar flow
and measure the amount of pollen and nectar they are bringing in.
“You can watch the weight rise as the nectar comes in and watch it fall as the nectar is processed during the
night. Not only can you quantify the total amount and the time, at which the nectar is collected, you can also
map/compare/correlate flight activity with the nectar’s arrival and fanning activity with nectar processing.”
Arnia is also great for colony management, beekeepers can monitor if the queen is laying eggs and when
she is not. The system will alert you if you have no brood. It is also great for knowing the weight of the hive,
and beekeepers can be notified when it’s time to add another super. Putting the small device in a few hives
will help beekeepers to see the progression of their hives or the decreasing of their hive, and to be able to
compare hives.
~ Overall, this device will help any bee keeper to improve their hives and keep a better eye on them.

Interesting Links
http://www.arnia.co.uk/using-the-hardware
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/earth/wildlife/7435950/Honey-bees-secret-world-of-heat-revealed.html

For more informaon about the Arnia :
http://www.arnia.co.uk/how-it-works/
http://www.beeculture.com/arnia-using-remote-hive-monitoring-data/
http://www.beeculture.com/arnia-remote-hive-monitoring-every-beekeeper/

The Baton Rouge Bee Lab Field Day is scheduled for Saturday, October 8, 9:30 AM to 3:30 PM.
The various programs are orientated at all levels of beekeepers, from novice to expert. It is a good
opportunity to learn new info and meet other beekeepers. Make plans to attend. More info is available at
www.labeekeepers.org/. At this point, it is not known how the Baton Rouge flooding might affect the Field
Day. Any changes will be posted on the LA beekeepers website.
Cont. pg. 2— Answer to Jacob’s queson ..

“What US state ﬂag has the honey bee on it?”
UTAH; chosen as their *oﬃcial state insect in

*North Carolina also chose the honey bee as
their official state insect in 1973,
however, there is no honey bee depicted on
their state flag.
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President’s Letter

by Matt Thomas

Greengs Beekeepers!
We had such a great meeting last month and a good time of questions and answers. We also learned about beetle
maintenance. The upcoming meeting in September is also sure to be a good gathering. Kasey from Dadant will be joining
us and giving a talk on pest management. Kasey also will be bringing orders from the Paris, Texas branch. If you would like to make
an order from Dadant, Kasey will deliver it for free on the night of the meeting. Great deal!
During our question and answer time last meeting someone asked why you flip the boxes in early spring. This is one of the questions
that keep resurfacing every year. I actually never thought about it but had seen it done by master beekeepers. Someone might say it
doesn’t really matter if you flip the boxes. Is there any advantage to reversing your boxes in early spring? Some would say no. Others
would say yes. There is a good answer for why a beekeeper should reverse his or her boxes in early spring.
We are going to have a little educational fun with this! At our next meeting I would like our experienced beekeepers to explain why the
boxes get flipped and if there is any advantage to doing so. There is probably a really good explanation and benefit for doing so. I will
bring some boxes next meeting and we will discover why beekeepers need to reverse the boxes in early spring. We will only take ten
minutes on this and put the discussion to rest. It is actually a very important beekeeping procedure. The old school beekeepers figured
out why it was important to do so for the betterment of their hives.
Let me shift gears for a moment and ask what we should be doing to our hives right now! If you pulled
honey, you will no doubt need to do some feeding to make sure your bees don’t starve. A beekeeper’s goal
this time of the year is to make sure we are preparing the bees to go into winter with plenty of food and a
big cluster. Depending on where you live, most of us east Texans have a late season flow in September and
October. The bees will usually collect a significant amount of pollen and nectar from the Golden Rod plant.
If you are planning on treating your bees for mites, this is the time to do so. Perhaps another treatment in October would also help the
bees enter the cold season in better shape. Remember, mite levels continue to grow even though most queens
begin to reduce their laying. The mite population continues to grow as the bee population reduces. As a rule,
treating bees for mites needs to happen after you pull your honey off. The goal is to knock down mite levels
to a hardly noticeable percentage. I can rightly assume that the bees have mites and their populations have
grown through the spring and summer. Each hive will be treated regardless. If I don’t treat with something,
I can expect to have no bees or very weak bees going into the winter.
This time of the year I’m not going through the entire hive and checking unless I see a problem. I will go out
to the bee yard and lift the lids on some just to see activity. I may even lift the top frame out in the middle and
glance down and look in the bottom to make sure there are plenty of bees in the bottom box. The main thing
is to keep some thicker syrup on the bees if you removed the vast majority of their honey. How much syrup is enough? That depends
on how wet and/or cold winter is. In extremely cold winters the bees will need more. I run 2 deeps in the winter. Having six or seven
frames of syrup/honey on your bees to go into winter months will be good for them. We haven’t had a hard winter here in some time,
so, winter honey stores don’t have to be a lot. You certainly don’t want to over-feed your bees. If it looks like the winter is going to be
harsh, it wouldn’t hurt to add some feed.
During a July 2016 business trip, ETBA member, Mr. Gil Cormier had the pleasure of seeing and photographing these
hives that are on the roof of Music City Center in Nashville, Tennessee. It is one part of the city’s Green Iniave.

MUSIC CITY CENTER INSTALLS BEE HIVES ON GREEN ROOF

The four-acre green roof at the Music City Center is now home to over 100,000 bees. The bees live in four hives on the green roof and are
expected to produce an estimated 360 pounds of honey annually. “Honey bees play a key role in our ecosystem and the widespread use of
insecticides is killing off the honey bees at an alarming rate”, said Jamie Meredith, the Music City Center's beekeeper. “Bees fertilize about 85
percent of plants, so it's incredibly important that we create a safe home for them.”
http://www.nashvillemusiccitycenter.com/news/music-city-center-installs-bee-hives-green-roof
http://wkrn.com/2015/06/08/bee-hives-installed-on-music-city-center-roof/
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Practical Experiences in the Beeyard by Stan Brantley
Some of our area beekeepers have asked the age-old question, “How late can I extract honey from my supers?”
The quick answer is, “Anytime you have enough honey to extract.” However, like many facets of beekeeping, there
are so many variables that the quick answer is seldom good enough. Most of the spring and the summer honey will
be collected and stored before the end of August. In most cases, very little honey is collected and stored during the
hot and dry weather of July and August. If you have honey in your supers this late in the season and want to extract
it, you should do so before the blooming of the Goldenrod later in September. Most people do not like the scent and
taste of Goldenrod honey, preferring to leave it for the bees to eat during the winter.
Honey is often rather thick this time of the year. You may find that it does not flow like spring honey on a 100 degree afternoon.
It may take longer to spin out of the comb in the extractor. Check your combs as you extract and make sure you are spinning long
enough to get the honey out. One of our beekeepers, extracting late into October, actually put his supers in the car and let it sit in the
sun all day before extracting that afternoon.
Most beekeepers will have extracted their honey in July or August. After extracting, supers are usually put back on the hives for the
bees to clean. If you check your hives now, you may find the bees have stored little or no new honey in the supers. If so, you can
remove the supers for winter storage. If there is a little honey in them, set them out for the bees to rob. Stand the super on the short
end and let the bees forage away the remaining honey. They can usually have the comb clean and dry in a few hours. If not, pick them
up for the evening and put them back out tomorrow. Do not leave them outside during the night as they will attract hive beetles and
moths. Here are a few considerations to make – put the supers in an open space where the bees have easy access. Be aware that you
may attract large numbers of bees so do not put them near people or pet traffic. Keep them off the ground to help prevent the fire ants
from finding them. Don’t put them on your sidewalk or driveway, the bees will leave behind a lot of wax fragments from the old
cappings and comb. After the comb is clean and dry, store them properly for the winter. It is a good idea to start with a 24-48 hour visit
to the freezer to kill any beetle or moth eggs or larvae. Then store properly under Para moth crystals till next spring.
September and October is your last opportunity to treat for Varroa mites. I know we repeat this often but let me encourage you to not
under-estimate the damaging impact of Varroa. Left untreated, major infestations in the fall often result in winter-kill of the hive.
Do mite counts to determine if your hives have major mite infestations. If the count is high, treat the hive with an approved miticide.
One of the most popular in this area is ApiGuard, available through Dadant. It is easy to use and effective for adult and larval mites.
It does require two treatments, needing about a month to complete. Follow manufacturer’s instructions. Don’t wait too late to start
the treatment. The treatment needs to be finished and the hive to build a good population of new bees before the queen ceases laying
for the winter. This new crop of bees are the ones who will carry your hive through the winter and into the spring.
If you have used ApiGuard for the past two years, you may wish to think about an alternative treatment this year. Varroa has shown
to be quite adept at developing resistance to miticides. Do some research for Varroa treatments for alternatives. Although the
manufacturer claims that ApiGuard does not suffer from the formation of resistant mites as other products, it is a good idea to really
consider rotating miticides.
The Got Questions?
The group will be open 6:00-6:30 before the meeting. Join us if you are a new beekeeper or have some beekeeping
questions. If you have not joined us before, ask someone to point you to the Got Questions? Room. We will try to
help you find some answers.

September Program

Kacy Cole
Dadant & Sons Inc.
Paris Texas Branch
P: (903)784-6145
F: (903)784-2161

September’s meeng will be a special one in that we will have a guest speaker.
Kacy Cole; Manager from Dadant will be talking about pest control and treatments.
hps://www.dadant.com/?gclid=CKfA56zxj84CFQmpaQodT6kFZQ
hps://www.dadant.com/catalog/
See you there!
Joe Laws, Program Director
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The HONEY BEES ……. by the Editor

